
LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN DISTRIBUTIONS

LESLIE D. GATES, JR.1

1. Introduction. The main result of this paper is an extension of

the analysis of Laurent Schwartz [l ] concerning the primitive of a

distribution. We follow the definitions and notation of Schwartz.

In particular, let D denote the linear space of "testing functions"

<t>(x) of the real variable x. The functions 0(x) are indefinitely differ-

entiable and vanish identically outside of some bounded interval.

Convergence in D is defined by:

Definition 1. The sequence of testing functions {qb¡\ converges

to the function <f> = 0 ({<£y}—>0) if and only if

(a) <j>f\x) approaches zero uniformly in x (but not necessarily in k)

for all k.

(b) Every qb¡ vanishes identically outside of a bounded interval

common to all.

Let D' denote the space of linear continuous functionals (distribu-

tions) on D. Continuity requires that if the sequence {<£y}—»0, the

sequence of (real) numbers T<f>¡, where F is a distribution, also

approaches zero. The linear space D' is the dual or conjugate space

of D. If fix) is a function Lesbesgue integrable over every finite inter-

val, and

Td> =  I    fix)d>ix)dx,
•J -00

we shall say that T corresponds to/(7V»/). Actually the correspond-

ence is to a class of functions identical except on a set of measure zero.

Let E denote the space of real, indefinitely differentiable functions

of x.

We shall use small Greek letters for testing functions and capital

Roman letters for distributions, except when a distribution cor-

responds to a function, when small Roman letters will be used; i.e.,

The spaces D and D' are paired orthogonally in the sense of

Lefschetz. It follows from Lefschetz [2], that if 7\, T2, • • • , Tm are

a linearly independent set of distributions, a linearly independent set
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of testing functions <f>i, <f>2, ■ • • , 0m exists such that

Ti<j)j — da
(Kronecker symbol).

A product of two distributions can always be defined if one of them

corresponds to a function in E. If /<-»/(x) EE, then

(/D-«>= (r/)-*- T-(j<t>)
for arbitrary T.

The derivative of a distribution is defined by

T'-4> = - T<j>'.

2. A theorem on linear differential equations in distributions.

Definition 2. The equation

L[T] = p0TM + pj-^n + • • • + PnT = S,

where each pi*->pi(x)EE, and 5 is a given distribution, is a linear

differential equation in distributions of order n, with coefficients in E.

If 5 = 0, the equation is homogeneous.

Theorem 1. L[T]<b=T- L[<f>], where L is the differential operator

adjoint to L.

Proof.

L[T]1> = ( ¿fcr<-»Y* = ¿ r<"~«•(*<*)
\ 1=0 / t'=0

= r-(¿(-l)',-i(M)(n-i))  = T-L[<p\.

Theorem 2. The operation defined by 8 = L[<f>] maps D onto De, a

linear subspace of D, continuously in the sense of D.

Proof. The linearity of the operator L insures that D) is a linear

subspace of D. Also if {</>.,}—>0, it is easy to see that

M = {![*,]} = {¿(-D-^Mí)^0} = {è?.^0} -o

where ÇiEE for all i.

Theorem 3.

a. If Ti and T2 are solutions of L[T] =0, then CiTi + C2T2 is also a

solution, where G and C2 are arbitrary constants.

b. If Ti and T2 are solutions of L[T] =S, then Ti — T2 is a solution

ofL[T] = 0.
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c. The totality of solutions of L [T] =0 forms a linear subspace of D'

which is the annihilator of De.

Proof. Statements a and b follow immediately from the linearity

of the operator L. Statement c follows from a and Theorem 1.

Theorem 4. If (a) the mapping of D onto De defined by L is one-to-

one and has an inverse Z,-1 continuous in the sense of D, and (b)

Ti<j> = T2<¡>= ■ ■ • —Tm-(f> = 0 are necessary and sufficient conditions

that d> be in De, then the differential equation

L[T] = S

has a solution which can be written

T-<t> = ¿ CiTi<b + S Yz^L - ¿ aflfcjY

where o¿= Ti<f>, the d are arbitrary constants, and the \¡/i are a set of m

testing functions such that

Ti\f>k = oik, i, k = 1,2, ■ • ■ ,m.
*

Proof. The existence of the ^,- is assured by the result quoted from

[2]. Since L~l is the inverse of a linear operator, it is itself linear and

this insures that T as defined is a linear functional. If a sequence

{<f>j}—*0, then the a,j= F,-0y—»0, so that the sequence

*j<¿»í - 2 flfiV'.-?- -»0.

Since the operator L~x is continuous in the sense of D and 5 is a dis-

tribution

s Yl-1 [<*>,- ¿>^,l)-+o

and thus T<j>,—»0. This shows that T is continuous and thus indeed a

distribution.

Now for an arbitrary <p~(E.D, L[T]qb = TL[<ß]. By hypothesis (b),

Ti-L[<b] = 0, so that the a< corresponding to L[(b] are zero. Thus we

have

L[T]<t>= JtCiTcL[4>] + S-I-i{L[4]]
i-l

= S-<t>
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as desired. Also, since for all j

Ti-U - Z «flM = Tr<t> - 2~1 aiTrti
\        i-i       / 1=1

= T,-<¡) — Oj

m 0

the testing function <b— 2~2?-i a«^< is m Do by hypothesis (b). It is,

therefore, a suitable operand for L~l.

It will be immediately noticed that the sum 2~lT+i CíTí is a linear

combination of solutions of the homogeneous equation L[r]=0,

while the remainder of T corresponds to the "particular integral" of

differential equations in functions.

3. Examples. We give first an example where hypothesis (b) fails.

Let the function p(x) be defined by

iexp(x2- l)-1, |*|   <1,

lo, |*| èl.

Consider the differential equation

pT' + p'T = S,       p^p(x).

We have

(pT' + p'T)-<p= T-(-(p4>)' + p'4>)

= T-(-p<t>').

The subspace De is composed of testing functions of the form

6 = Z[*] = - p<t>'

for 0 arbitrary in D. But it is evident that L could not have an inverse

since a sequence {<£;} could fail to converge by reason of diverging

supports, and yet the corresponding {0,} could converge, since each

0/ vanishes outside of ( — 1, 1). (The support of a testing function is

the closure of the set on which it is different from zero.) If

/DO

<t>(x)dx

and a sequence {0,} is chosen such that

ti-

ll            i2

exp---i I *|   <j,
J        x' — j2

0, |*|   Ü,
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where k satisfies

k f   exp (xs - \)-Hx = 1,

then it can be shown that although

{-Hl}-*0.       5-^=1

for all j, so that

T-[-p4t] = S-d>

does not define a distribution, and the differential equation can not

have a solution on an interval which includes 1 or — 1.

As an example of a well behaved equation, consider

xT' + F = S(x<->/(x) = x),

a special case of an equation whose solution was given by Schwartz

[l], for the homogeneous case 5=0. We have

(xT'+ T)-4>= T-(-x<p') =S-4>.

The corresponding equation in testing functions is

0 = - xtf.

Obviously, 0(0) =0. For all x<0, we can define a solution by

/* e— dx.
-o»   x

Integrating by parts, we get

<t>(x) = - 6(x) In | x | + J     In | x | B'(x)dx
J -00

= z-iH

and this definition will serve for all x. The condition 0(°o) =0 gives

the necessary condition on 6

LIn | x | e'(x)dx = 0

(the condition cb(— <») =0 requires that the constant of integration

be zero). It can be shown that these conditions on 6 are also sufficient

to insure that <b is a testing function. The first condition is expressed

by the "Dirac" distribution
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Tv4> - 0(0)1= 0

while the second can be expressed by the "pseudo function 1/x"

T,<t> =  f    In | at | 4>'(x)dx = 0.

The entire solution obtainable from Theorem 4 is then

T-<j> = G7V0 ~\~ C2T2-<I>

+ S-(-0(*)ln |*| + f    In | *| 6'(x)dxJ

where

6 = 0 — a^-i — a202,

a¿ = 7Y0,

Tityj = Si,:

In the above example, take 5 = 5, the Dirac distribution. Then the

particular integral above becomes

/o p oIn | * | <p'(x)dx — ai I     In | * | 0i (x)dx
-» «J —»

/o In | *| \¡/í(x)dx.
-00

[0(0) In 0 is defined to be lim^o 0(x) In |x| =0.]

The last two of these terms are multiples of ai = 7V0 and a2= T2<f>.

The first term is the "pseudo function"

„,    a/x, x<o,
f(x) =   <

I 0, * ^ 0.

Thus the complete solution of

xT' + T = Ô

is given by

T<t> = G0(O) + C2 f °° In | x | <j>'(x)dx
J -00

+ |     In | x | <¡}'(x)dx.
J _oo
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An analysis equivalent to the above for the equation

xT - aT = S

for — 00 <o < 00 as well as for a few other equations is given by Gates

in [3].

This example illustrates the fact that the solution to a differential

equation in distributions is equivalent to a solution of the adjoint

equation in testing functions, together with a characterization of the

subspace L[<p] in terms of its annihilator.

4. Some remaining questions. Additional questions which the

author would like to see answered concern two aspects of the general

problem.

First, are the hypotheses of Theorem 4 sufficient to insure that a

complete solution has been obtained? If it is true for the space D

and its dual D' that the annihilators of subspaces have the reflexive

property (that is, that DeQD is the annihilator of D¡ QD' implies

that De is the annihilator of De), then the question is answered in the

affirmative. For the hypothesis 'Ti<b = T2<l>= • • • =Tm<j> = 0 is

equivalent to 0G-CV would then be sufficient to insure that the sub-

space spanned by the F¿, * = 1, 2, • • • , m, is the annihilator of De and

therefore the complete subspace of solutions of the homogeneous

equation L [T] = 0.

Secondly, it will have been observed that the number of independ-

ent solutions is not necessarily equal to the order of the equation.

This fact is related to the occurrence of zeros in the coefficients of the

equation. Also, the example of the equation where no solution existed

was characterized by an "essential" singularity in the leading coeffi-

cient. It would be interesting to have a theory which related the

existence and number of independent solutions to the order of the

zeros in the several coefficients. Such a theory would undoubtedly

be related to the corresponding theory for ordinary equations.
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